Welcome to Dartmoor Zoological Society
A conservation charity working hard in many interesting
and wonderful ways to promote healthy lives for wildlife and
people.

But why?
Because of statistics
like - 540 Amur tigers
left in the wild

Your sponsorship supports...

Animal health
and wellbeing

Maintenance of
the enclosures

Over 200
animals

Over 150 staff and
volunteers

Our incredible resident animals are an
inspiration to everyone. Not only are they
beautiful individuals, but they all hold critical
roles as ambassadors for their species by
helping to inform and empower the wider
world about the critical role we humans play
in the stewardship of this planet.
The Dartmoor Zoo of today is unrecognisable
from the private wildlife park founded in 1968.
But there is still so much more we can do,
with your help. Some of our enclosures need
updating, and we have ambitions for some
potentially massive projects, if we can find
the support, which is where you come in!
Some of our projects would never come
together without help from teams or
individuals supporting, donating and
volunteering at the zoo, be they regular
uniformed volunteers, corporate groups
lending a hand, or some of the many people
who use their time at the zoo to help them
with their own wellbeing.

By becoming a Corporate Sponsor you
can really make a difference to all that
we do.
Charity No: 1158422

Benefits

Bronze
£1000+
VAT

Silver
£3000+
VAT

Gold
£5000+
VAT

Champion
£10000+
VAT

Website recognition in our corporate
supporters page
Annual family passes to share with
your employees
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Welcome mention in our quarterly
newsletter
Welcome mention across our social
media channels
Employee volunteering opportunities
per year
Recognition in the charity's annual
report
Option to site advertising banner in
our carpark
Signed copies of "We bought a zoo"
Discount on experiences
Discount in restaurant and shop
Introductory story across our social
media platforms
A behind the scenes animal encounter
for up to 5 people
Front page website recognition
Sign in prime position in zoo "Our
Corporate Champion 2019 is…"
A meet and greet with Charity CEO
Benjamin Mee for up to 5 people
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